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EXT. THE SAHARICA DESERT, WATCHER COLONY – DAY

The ripened midday sun shines through the fanned wings of 
a basking ‘reptantus arua’, a mosaic of highlighted veins 
and coarse skin. It’s a moment’s peace for this palm-
sized reptile to rest on a rock at the foot of a towering 
stilt hut. 

Its wings begin to gently flutter from an approaching 
gust. The same gust awakens an archaic ensemble of wind 
monitors rooted in the sand. Wooden wind chimes CLONK and 
windflowers RATTLE, a disturbance that causes the 
creature to take flight in panic.

Spiralling one of the hut’s tattooed stilts it ascends 
quickly. Upon reaching the top it darts past a lean olive 
skinned thirty-something who’s sat crossed legged in the 
hut’s doorway, this is BRISA.

The gust has gained an unruly momentum causing the wind 
monitors to shudder and rock erratically. The Watcher 
Colony is a collective of other habitable wooden stilt 
structures. In the centre of the colony hangs a giant 
heavy gong surrounded by a barrier of beaters stitched to 
poles.

Brisa rises as the free hanging gong sways with purpose.
She heads inside.

INT. BRISA’S STILT HUT – DAY

Brisa takes a longing glance at her sparse array of 
possessions. A frayed historic parchment is unfurled and 
weighed down on her only table. She rolls it up and slots 
it into a tube. She grabs an over sized rucksack riddled 
with patches, bolts and metallic décor. The tube clicks 
on, a perfect fit.

A mighty GONG rings out.

In a moment of cowardice Brisa freezes. The wind 
violently HOWLS outside. There’s a splintering CRACK and 
the whole hut starts to tilt. Watching her favourite 
woollen hacky sack roll off the table snaps her back into 
focus. She catches it just in time before it hits the 
deck.

She thrusts the rucksack on, clips, buckles and fastens 
its numerous body straps.



EXT. THE SAHARICA DESERT, WATCHER COLONY – DAY

The central gong structure POUNDS its beater barrier 
relentlessly. OTHER COLONISTS scramble and SCREAM as a 
raging tornado stampedes its way toward their homes.

Brisa steps out of her hut bracing against onslaughts of 
airborne sand. She moves her trademark iridescent goggles 
down from her dusty short black hair, and wraps the lower 
half of her face beneath a kikoy scarf.

Just in eyeshot she spies another COLONIST buckled up and 
ready with similar preparation. The two share a nod. He 
reaches for something above his doorway.

Gripping firmly onto her hut Brisa unclips what seems to 
be a homemade kiteboard from above the doorway. She clips 
and straps her boots in with precise ease. This is it.

She squints through the sand at the fellow colonist again 
for reassurance. But suddenly he and his home are ripped 
from the ground. He flails for his board hopelessly and 
vanishes into the belly of the tornado. Brisa’s eyes 
widen. The gong is flung straight at her hut. She ducks 
and drops. The gong tears her home in two.

Plummeting rapidly Brisa yanks at an attachment on her 
rucksack. The top flap opens and releases an unravelling 
kite with a metallic frame all hooked to the rucksack. 
The kite engulfs the rush of the tornado launching Brisa
into an anticlockwise spin. She clasps onto the rope 
steering mechanisms with both hands.

The remains of what she called home spiral around her as
now mere debris swallowed up by this catastrophic
cyclone. She tugs the steering mechanism tightly to one 
side. The inner wing of the kite dips sifting sand 
through its flaps. Her ‘windboard’ carves the edge of the 
tornado. 

She pilots elegantly, trapping her tears amidst the 
blinding fury. The loss of life is unbearable and the 
destruction unforgiving. Regardless here she is in her 
element, a true natural, the best ‘Tornando Tamer’ 
Saharica has and will ever see.

A splintered shard of debris tears past her left cheek. 
It whisks upward and pierces straight through her kite. 
The tornado starts to fight back.


